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Aid for trade and digital connectivity strategy

• ADB’s A4T agenda is included in both its corporate strategies and its support for 

countries’ and subregional programs’ strategies.

• ADB’s Strategy 2030 (adopted in 2018) includes regional cooperation and 

integration (RCI) as a corporate strategic operational priority (OP7). 

• In September 2019, ADB adopted an RCI operational plan for 2019–2024 to 

support the implementation of Strategy 2030 with three main pillars: 

• Greater and better connectivity

• Expanded global and regional trade and investment opportunities

• Increased and diversified regional public goods. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/495981/strategy-2030-op7-regional-cooperation-integration.pdf

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/495981/strategy-2030-op7-regional-cooperation-integration.pdf


RCI operational plan 2019–2024 – Aid for 
trade priorities

• Priorities relevant to AfT include:

• support for regional or subregional mechanisms to enhance coordination and 

cooperation among developing member countries (DMCs) energy, transport 

and ICT connectivity; 

• measures to improve the efficiency and/or productivity of cross-border 

connectivity

• develop existing and/or new cross-border economic corridors

• improve execution of provisions in existing or new trade or investment 

agreements



Guidance Note on Fostering Regional 
Cooperation and Integration for 
Recovery and Resilience (January 2022)

• Provides some perspectives on how the three OP7 

pillars can be made more responsive to the evolving 

circumstances of economic recovery amid the 

repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic

• Advocates for a wider, deeper, and more open RCI. 

• Identifies RCI opportunities in key emerging themes that 

underpin the goals of inclusive, sustainable, and resilient 

recovery.

• Digital connectivity as a core component of the note. 

• https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/764176

/regional-cooperation-integration-recovery-resilience.pdf

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/764176/regional-cooperation-integration-recovery-resilience.pdf


COVID-19 emerging digital challenges and 
opportunities

i. Digitalization is rapidly changing the nature of work. Machines are taking over routine jobs, 

while technology is creating new jobs, altering old ones, and opening up opportunities. The 

development is challenging conventional approaches to building human capital through 

education; reshaping traditional perspectives on social protection; and prompting the revisiting 

of regulatory issues, such as the taxation of digital platforms.

ii. COVID-19 has induced changes in work and consumer behavior that have prompted business to 

respond with models that rely heavily on digital platforms and solutions. The changes are 

generating cross-border demand for more secure private and public e-commerce and e-

government services plus more accessible and reliable digital and information and 

communication technology (ICT) platforms for conducting digital trade.



Mainstreaming digitalization
in sustainable trade
• While digitalization remains a key priority, we 

need to adopt a holistic approach, 

combining digitalization with sustainability of 

both trade and transport that have become 

increasingly central to ADB’s project 

development.

• Focus on high-quality regional connectivity 

that is resilient and contributes to a net zero 

transition, including railways and ports, and 

clean energy trade infrastructure

• Trade facilitation and trade finance to help 

make supply chains more resilient;

• Trade in ICT-enabled services, digitalization, 

and e-commerce; 

• Environmental sustainability (or green) 

growth, among others. 
Source: Guidance Note on Fostering Regional Cooperation and Integration for Recovery 
and Resilience, January 2022



Digital connectivity in regional strategies
– the CAREC example



ADB knowledge products on technology and 
digital connectivity
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AEIR 2021 - Digital Platforms contribute to SDGs
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E-commerce—Support women as entrepreneurs, encourage 
the formalization and growth of MSMEs, link rural producers to 
urban consumers, connect MSMEs to global markets.

Labor—Enable flexible work arrangements, create online jobs 
available globally for different skill levels and abilities, 
additional income from local on-demand jobs

Health and Education—Allow medical consultations conducted 
online, access to specialists not available locally, access to 
high quality courses and instructors through MOOCs

Financial services—Provide access to the unbanked so they 
can receive payments, crowdfund micro enterprises, social 
projects, medical needs, etc.

Transport and Travel—Promote ride-hailing to multi-service 
platforms that both households and MSMEs use as an extra 
source of income from underutilized assets

Source: ADB staff.



Advancing Digital Services Trade in Asia and 
the Pacific – AEIR 2022

Event description: 
https://www.adb.org/news/events/asian-economic-integration-report-2022-launch-live-webinar

Registration: https://adb-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_yaPwiyz_Q-OmN0z8JfG2Zw

• How digitalization and 
the pandemic are
driving the digital 
services trade growth?

• How regional 
cooperation and 
structural reforms can 
help Asian economies 
unlock the potential of 
digital services trade ?

➢ Join us on zoom on
9 February 2022,
10:00-11:00 a.m., Manila 
time (GMT+8)

https://www.adb.org/news/events/asian-economic-integration-report-2022-launch-live-webinar
https://adb-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_yaPwiyz_Q-OmN0z8JfG2Zw


Aid for trade in Asia and the Pacific – Report 2022
Preparing for the digital economy (tentative)

• Trends and recent advances in digital trade rules - Digital Economy Agreements

• Regional and international cooperation on domestic services regulations

• WTO plurilateral negotiations

• Fostering the participation of Developing Economies and LDCs in regional and 
plurilateral initiatives
• How to make sure DEA benefit all developing economies?

• How to support countries to negotiate such agreements, assess their benefits, how to participate 
in negotiations?

• How trade negotiators and private sector could better participate in trade negotiations and the 
drafting of domestic regulations?

• What are the long-term risks, e.g. exacerbate digital divide?



Thank You!


